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SENIOR AWARDS NIGHT

GRADUATION

The wellness group’s monthly zine
comes out on Monday, May 31 with
a Pride theme.

SPHS faculty and local organizations
will bestow a variety of honors upon
the seniors on Tuesday, May 25.

The Class of 2021 will bid farewell
to SPHS on Wednesday, June 2 at
5 p.m. at the Roosevelt Field.

HOMECOMING
2021

STORY LILIAN ZHU
PHOTOS ELLA JAYASEKERA & SOPHIE YEUNG

The novelty of having a Homecoming added some excitement to the end of a very
isolated year of distance learning.

PHS students celebrated its annual Homecoming traditions in an innovative fashion
colored by a farm theme, complete with a virtual assembly, picnic, petting zoo, and
country-attired royal court on Friday, May 14.

“I was very surprised to find out that we were officially going to do a Homecoming,”
Garcia-Rodriguez said. “But I was also excited because I feel like Homecoming is always
a fun time of the year. I was surprised when I found out it wasn’t going to be as formal
as it usually is, but the farm theme ended up being very fun. It was fun to hang out with
Sean [Jin], my escort, and Kayla, who is also on the court.”

S

In previous years, Homecoming has been held during the first week of November,
incorporating an assembly, picnic, dance, and football game. However, this year’s need
for coronavirus safety precautions meant that ASB had to scale down the festivities and
omit the traditional dance and football game.
“The planning process took a lot more than we had originally thought,” ASB videographer
Eliot Correll said. “It took a while for Homecoming to be approved and I didn’t think it
would happen due to social distancing, especially since the Homecoming picnic usually
has food involved. However once it was passed, we had to plan out enough activities and
space that could be socially distanced. ASB worked incredibly hard on both the picnic
and the assembly. I had a great time and I think the rest of the school did as well.”
To continue the tradition of the Homecoming court, junior and ASB Commissioner
of Spirit Ava Page facilitated voting from all grades in the week leading up to the big
event. A video released on May 14 featured an escort and meet-and-greet with the final
nominees: freshman Colin Wong, sophomore Aria Argus, junior Kevin Aday, and seniors
Kayla Nielsen, Tonalli Garcia-Rodriguez, and Micah Mehkitarian — who was crowned
the senior most Royal Tiger at the picnic.
CLASSISM AND
TEENAGE ARCHETYPES
Associate feature editor
Georgia Parsons explores
her aspirations of an
idealisic suburban
adolescence that runs
contrary to the South Pas
economic bubble.
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The picnic is also a major part of Homecoming, and this year’s maintained a similar yet
unique student experience. Both the jazz band and student band The Bottles performed
at the picnic in front of the Tiger Patio, serenading attendees who perused the variety
of campus clubs selling snacks, foods, and drinks. Students challenged themselves in a
water balloon tossing competition, testing who could successfully pass the balloon to
their partner without getting drenched.
A special addition to this year’s Homecoming picnic was a small petting zoo to fit in with
the farm theme, which gave students the opportunity to interact with rabbits, chickens,
goats, and even a pony. Additionally, the ASB class officers hosted spirit days the week
leading up to the picnic to encourage the student body to wear flannel (freshmen),
promote their favorite fruit (sophomores), send in their fiercest roar (juniors), or don
traditional western wear (seniors).
ASB will release its final Tiger Takeaway in partnership with the PTSA on Monday, May
24, and is planning additional year-end celebratory activities for the Class of 2021.
POLITICALLY
FASHIONABLE
EMPTINESES
Political fashion, a form
of expression that used
to be impactful, now has
more in common with the
passiveness of apolitical
ironic fashion.
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GIRLS SOCCER
Girls soccer defeated
Sage Hill 3-1 on Tuesday,
May 18, continuing its
undefeated season. The
team will advance to the
CIF semifinals against San
Marcos in an away game
on Saturday, May 22.
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Public library launches
‘Library Abridged’ program
STORY ADAM KWOH
PHOTOS OSCAR WALSH

T

he South Pasadena Public Library reopened its
doors to the community for the first time in more
than a year, beginning its partial in-person reopening
on Monday, May 17. Residents are now able to browse
and borrow from the library’s collection as part of the
“Library Abridged” program.

PATRONS
BROWSE
LIBRARY
SHELVES for the first time since the
coronavirus pandemic began in March 2020.

Only some specific services are available in-person as
part of the modified program; besides browsing and
borrowing, this includes picking up self-service holds,
using a library computer, printing, using restrooms,
and getting help from the local librarians. Two stations
have also been set up — one for each entrance door — to
separate in-person services and no contact pick-up for
patrons using the library’s virtual hold service.
Besides required masking and social distancing, the
library has also mandated employee training in order
to clean and disinfect workspaces before and after their
shifts. Public counters have been fitted with plexiglass
barriers and hand sanitizer stations are now available.
Additionally, capacity is being limited in compliance with
L.A. Public Health guidelines.
“The process for implementing proper health and safety
conditions that align with [public health] protocols was a
little complex. Each time we pivot to provide service in a
different model, we have to prepare, train our staff, and
publicize,” Public Services Manager Maida Wong said.
“Also, in preparation… we had to make sure our egress
lighting is up to code, that air filtration is adequate, that
all of our furniture is arranged to facilitate access and
compliance, etc.”

THE LIBRARY OPENED AT LIMITED
CAPACITY in order to ensure that patrons
are following L.A. County’s social distancing
and other health and safety guidelines.

VIRTUAL
LIBRARY
SERVICES
REMAIN AVAILABLE for residents who
are more comfortable with the no-contact
book pickup offered prior to the reopening.
in the library and became friends, so [the library] gives
me a sense of community. Outside of COVID, it’s a great
studying place to hold activities for both kids and adults.”
The “Library’s Abridged” program is the first step in the
City’s reopening plan. The Planning, Building, and Public
Works will begin accepting in-person appointments on
Monday, May 31, while the Senior Center plans to reopen
on Monday, June 7 at 25 to 50 percent capacity for certain
activities. City Council and commission meetings will
transition back to in-person in mid-June or early July.

Sophomore Tia Guang is excited to borrow and browse in
the library once more and hopes that the community will
do the same.

“We are very excited to open the doors to your facilities
so that we can serve you in-person wherever possible,”
Interim City Manager Sean Joyce said in a May 12 City
press release. “We encourage the public to continue to
make appointments when visiting city facilities and
follow protocols posted prominently at each city facility
per Los Angeles County Health Orders.”

“It is a privilege to be able to have these books, news, and
resources around us and now it is even easier to get access
to them,” Guang said. “I’ve personally met a few people

The library plans to continue offering its services during
the “Library Abridged” program, as well as its annual
summer reading program online.

Youth Commission collects donations for the unhoused
STORY SOFIA ALVA
PHOTO COURTESY OF
SADIE METCALFE
The South Pasadena Youth Commission organized a
donation drive and created care packages for the city’s
unhoused residents on Saturday, May 1, as part of its
mission to serve the community.
The commission is comprised of South Pasadena Middle
and High schoolers who meet monthly with liaisons from

the School Board, City Council, and City staff to discuss
and plan community events. Throughout the pandemic,
the youth commission has aimed to keep the local public
involved in their events and was recently able to hold an
in-person donation drive for unhoused residents.
Publicized through social media, the drive collected
non-perishable foods, feminine hygiene products, and
personal protective equipment (PPE) in front of the public
library. After collecting the donations, commissioners
assembled care packages which they plan to distribute to
unhoused people in the city.
“Eliana [Andrea] came to me with the idea, because they
had a club on the SPMS campus that wanted to do this
project,” junior commissioner Sadie Metcalfe said. “She
and I thought it would be good to run it through the Youth
Commission, because [it would have] better outreach.
Obviously, people without homes in the Los Angeles
community is a big topic of growth and discussion, and
even a small group helping out can do some good. I hope
that this event will help people without homes in South
Pasadena by giving them some resources they might
need. I’m excited to see where this goes.”

YOUTH COMMISSIONERS OFFER
A UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE on local
politics and city issues such as homelessness.
NEWS SNAPSHOT

History Day Contest
Junior Henry Dorosin participated in the National
History Day California State Championships and
placed in the top six out of 783 students on Saturday,
May 8.
National History Day is an educational program run
by a nonprofit that encourages students to research
a historical topic and craft a creative project, such as
a group website, documentary or paper. The projects
are centered around a specific theme each year, which
for 2021 was Communication in History: The Key to

Students on the commission have the opportunity
not only to partake in planning city events, but also to
offer their unique perspective on local issues to the
commission’s adult liaisons.

Understanding. The combined levels of the California
History Day contest include approximately 1,500
students from grades four to 12, who compete in three
different brackets based on grade level.

“The youth commission helps involve the youth of
our city in our local government and gives the city an
important perspective from our members,” sophomore
commissioner Zack Quezada said. “The commision
gives the city a group of students eager to aid our local
government, which the departments of our town use to
better our community. If there is anything I have learned
from the commision, it is how complicated city affairs
can be. There is always a lot going on and a lot of good
people trying to help South Pasadena.”
The commission’s next event is in partnership with
the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, and
consists of two online webinars for both youth and
parents. Commissioners decided to host this event after
the recent passing of an SPHS alumnus.
“This year has raised collective anxiety and individual
rates of depression, so giving these webinars, we hope,
will help address that,” Metcalfe said. “I hope that these
webinars will give kids and adults the appropriate
resources to help prevent suicide in the community. I am
also hoping that it opens conversation to talking about
depression and anxiety in a less-stigmatized sense, so
kids feel that they have a community they can rely on.”
The two suicide prevention webinars were hosted in
partnership with More Than Sad via Zoom on Friday,
May 21 from 4 to 7 p.m.

The awards ceremony was held virtually and only
finalists from 29 counties were invited to advance to
the state competitions, which included Dorosin.

Dorosin chose to write a historical paper on Thomas
Jefferson’s First Inaugural Address titled “Tolerance in
Turbulence: How Thomas Jefferson’s First Inaugural
Address Communicated the Importance of Freedom and
Unity in America.”

“History Day was such a great experience. I learned
so much about history, and I really do think that it
improved my writing,” Dorosin said. “There was a lot of
work involved, and I definitely couldn’t have managed
it without the help from Andrew Kowal, Mr. Valcorza,
and my mom.”

Fellow junior Andrew Kowal also competed in the
competition, writing a paper called “The Greensboro
Protests: How the Sit-in Movement Communicated and
Combated the Horrors of Segregation.”

This is the second year that SPHS history students
have competed in the essay competition. The dates for
the next National History Day 2022 competitions are to
be determined.
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Self-diagnosing warrants caution
Self-diagnosing is becoming prominent due to stigma around mental healthcare.

S

ince the start of middle school, I’ve heard the word
“depression” thrown around. Hearing my peers say “I was
too depressed last night to touch my homework” always left
a sour taste in my mouth. It was confusing to me, as someone
who associated the word depression with those diagnosed with
the mental health disorder. Even worse, when my peers went
around, telling people they were “depressed because they got a
95% on a test” or “depressed they were late to class.”
I later realized that many of my peers had been self-diagnosing,
the act of using basic symptoms to determine whether you have
a specific mental issue or not. Rather than seek professional
diagnosis through help, I came to understand that it was
easier for many people to do this over receiving a professional
diagnosis or treatment.
It always lingered in the back of my mind that I could have
depression or anxiety but it was more that I knew something
was wrong with me. However, I was unable to get the help I
needed. Like many of my peers who self-diagnosed, I came from
an unsupportive environment and was much too afraid to ask
for help or seek a professional diagnosis
Instead, I detached myself from my troubles and symptoms and
attached myself to the idea of likely having depression so I could
make it easier to cope with and find blame elsewhere for my
issues. I found it comforting to know that my feelings of being
unmotivated or unproductive were not my fault and that it was
more because “I had depression.”
I wasn’t definitive about what I diagnosed myself with. To cope
with my belief that I had a high possibility of having depression,
I labeled and attached myself to my self-diagnosis. This idea was
founded on the fact that many people see others and themselves
as their mental illness, which I was afraid of overriding all other
parts of my life. It excused my behavior rather than fixing it.
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Self-diagnosis is, in this sense, a double-edged sword. On
One end you want your feelings to be validated because you
hear of others being validated by a diagnosis and finding a
better understanding of themselves and why they behave a
certain way, but on the other hand you want to avoid those
labels that come with having an actual diagnosis.
It gives a sense of freedom that professional diagnosis does
not have. When you get professionally diagnosed, you are
almost stuck with your label, and you have to confront a
reality in which you are different from what others expect of
you because of your newfound professional diagnosis.
There is a certain amount of control you want to have over
your illness and how much you let it control you, and Selfdiagnosis gives you just that: control over how much your
own mental illness can control you.
However, self-diagnosing needs to be treated with extreme
caution and with the understanding that will never be a
real diagnosis. It can be invalidating for people who have
been professionally diagnosed, and it can trivialize their
mental illnesses. By labeling yourself with a mental illness
without a professional diagnosis, you are working to make
mental illnesses and disorders seem more like a game than
an actual illness.
After all the self-diagnosing and “self-help” I attempted,
I finally ended up receiving a professional diagnosis that
confirmed my suspicions of having depression and anxiety.
It felt nice to have actual validity in my thoughts and it almost
seems like a milestone to receiving actual treatment for it.
While I’m unsure if receiving a professional diagnosis will
help me in the future, I hope that it will eventually lead to
me finding help.

Boos & Bravos
Tiger ’s cheers and jeers for the month of MAY
BOOS

BRAVOS

BOO to people reposting every colorful infographic
they see on their feed. Stop accidentally defending
genocides for the aesthetic.

BRAVO to John Mulaney for completing rehab. You
didn’t have to detox EVERYTHING though.

BOO to Saint Genevieve for shoving the girls soccer
team at last week’s game. Not very Christian of you.
BOO to Andrew Yang for continuing to have
exclusively bad takes. You’re not my cool dad
anymore.
BOO to teachers without optional finals. Why do you
enjoy making us suffer so profoundly?

BRAVO to teachers using raffles to decide who gets
letters of rec. Now I can stop pretending to laugh at
your jokes.
BRAVO to speech and debate for charging $3 for $1
fries. Way to fight the powers that be!
BRAVO to Tiger for finally getting their first print issue.
Nice job guys!
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South Pas’ cost of fitting in is too high
The idea of a perfect childhood as sold in the likes of John Green books has a fat price tag.
STORY GEORGIA PARSONS
ILLUSTRATION DAVID SOHN

I

t was the summer before my freshman year when
I realized that high school wasn’t really what I had
anticipated it to be. I had spent the better part of that
summer indoors, listening to summer school psychology
lectures and doodling in the margins of my notebook while
those headache-inducing fluorescent lights incessantly
hummed above me. That summer felt very isolating for
me — not just because of the fact that I shared classes
with none of my friends, but an unfortunate reality that
had dawned upon me: These picture-perfect four years
I had envisioned for myself would probably never come
to fruition.
Up to that point and throughout my first year of high
school, the media I consumed about teenagehood gave me
incredibly high expectations about what my four years
and beyond should look like. I remember finishing the
series Skins at the end of my freshman year and feeling
like my life in highschool thus far had been a waste. Effy,
the protagonist of the series, was also 14 like me. Except,

unlike me, she partied every night and had multiple love
interests and absolutely never wasted her time doing
homework. Skins and other TV shows and movies like it
made me feel like if I wasn’t living my teenage years going
through constant conflict, then I wasn’t really living.

Being a couple of years older and being able to reflect on
my viewing experience, I now remind myself that these
shows encapsulate what being a teenager feels like, not
what it actually is. In reality, being a teenager is going
through adultlike experiences with a mind wavering
between adult and child, so every conflict feels like the
end of the world. I also understand that to be TV shows,
they need a certain degree of conflict to drive the plot,
and that it is completely unrealistic for me to expect
my life to look like an HBO drama. Before I developed
this more realistic perspective, however, I can say with
certainty that I (probably like many other teenagers) have
made a number of questionable decisions based on the
standards high school related media put into my life.
Despite this subtle desire for conflict, I had also sort of
hoped that these years would be perfect, in a way. I had

obviously consumed way too many John Green books in
my years leading up to high school, because I also wanted
to be one of those girls who was always smiling and always
had a boyfriend. I wanted to be on the soccer team and
have lots of friends and have parents that always invited
people over to our house.
But that summer, whether it was a streak of pessimism or
a sudden consideration of reality— I realized that I didn’t
even have a house and that my family’s situation would
cause me to miss out on a lot of formative experiences in
my life. I couldn’t even sneak out of this tiny apartment
if I tried. I was so excited when I first started school in
South Pasadena because I felt I could finally experience
at least a little bit of that suburban adolescence I had
read about many times over. But something that I
completely discounted in my aspirations of this charmed
adolescence was money.
I can recall a specific time in middle school where we
were having a discussion about foreign countries we had
travelled to. Ireland, Portugal, Japan — all of my peers
seemed so well travelled and knowledgeable about the
world around them. I remember feeling crushed that I
couldn’t participate in this conversation because I hadn’t
and to this day have not travelled outside of the country
because my parents just can’t afford it.
These conversations don’t necessarily bother me
anymore, because I now understand that my lack of
travel experience was something completely out of my
control, but it used to be something that brought me a lot
of shame for fear of seeming uncultured.
Being well-rounded and “cultured” in general is
something that parents and students at South Pasadena
hold great value to, yet we often ignore the financial
privilege that allows us to obtain this well-roundedness.
Piano lessons aren’t free, and neither is SAT tutoring
or hiring a tennis coach. People living in affluent
communities like South Pas are far too quick to chalk
a lack of extracurriculars up to an individual’s lack of
motivation or disinterest in school. However, they often
ignore the time, money, and transportation that plays
into being able to participate in these extracurriculars
— all privileges that many people have difficulties
accessing — including many in our very own community.
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Kim’s
Convenience
KIMBERLY
HSUEH

Breaking the
unspoken rule
of voicing my
opinions
This has been an unsettling topic that has been on
my mind since childhood: the love/hate relationship
I have with my parents.
One of the first rules my parents established was
“don’t talk back.” No matter how invalid my parents’
arguments were, talking back meant receiving the
silent treatment for weeks and having to tiptoe
around them.

Vol. 1 ponders a loss of youth
The Hellp’s repeated lyrical motifs and instrumentals play on nostalgia.
STORY SAM GROTENSTEIN
ILLUSTRATION ALICIA ZHANG

for an imagined time is compounded by the fact that the
listener is forced to grapple with their own memory.

T

Unfortunately, this is also the album’s biggest flaw. While
I personally thoroughly enjoyed having to question my
past experience with The Hellp, this is only possible
because I have past experience with The Hellp. This
isn’t to say that you need to be a fan of The Hellp to enjoy
this album, but rather that the mind-bending effect of
hearing old favorites recontextualized is a feeling that
new listeners will simply lack.

he Hellp’s Vol. 1 is about nostalgia for a time that
never existed. It harkens back to an upbringing in
a time without cultural significance, a childhood filled
with obsession over an idealized past and a future that
felt entirely non-existent. It also serves to remind the
listener that youth is fleeting, and should be cherished
before it’s too late. Because of this, Vol. 1 feels like one of
the few pieces of media released in the last decade that is
truly of the times, truly feeling like the soundtrack of a
lost generation.
The Hellp has been one of the most outstanding groups
in the L.A. independent music scene over the last
couple of years (and has even been covered by Tiger).
Made up of lead vocalist Noah Dillon and lyricist/DJ
Chandler Ransom Lucy, The Hellp has worked on a
variety of multimedia projects, but Vol. 1 is their first fulllength album. It functions almost entirely as a work of
compilation, weaving together a series of tracks that had
already been released.
That said, this album is nonetheless something entirely
new. The placement of tracks is incredibly meticulous,
and in some cases serves to give some of the tracks new
meaning through reference and association. Moreover,
the flow of tracks is cohesive to the point where the
album can almost be hard to pick apart into individual
songs, feeling more like one continuous track than a
series of singles.
Taken in tandem with the fact that a number of songs
sample each other, the album inspires in the listener an
intentional sense of deja vu. Repeated lyrical motifs, riffs,
and, in one instance, the verse of a different song play
with the listener’s sense of time. This is made even more
meta due to the fact that many of these songs have been
out for years. As a longtime listener of The Hellp, this
album served not only to make me nostalgic, but to make
me question that very sense of nostalgia. Those repeated
motifs and instrumentals were always there, I just never
noticed until the songs were put back-to-back.
In this sense, Vol. 1 is easily one of the best examples of
what a compilation album can do. The idea of nostalgia

Despite this, there are a number of standout tracks that
still work incredibly without any prior experience with
the band. “Confluence,” the album’s third track and one
of The Hellp’s oldest songs, is a somber but nonetheless
energetic track that is packed with allusions to
Christianity and general angst towards the future. “SSX”
is arguably the standout track of the Vol. 1, it’s music video
releasing in tandem with the album and being not only
a musical but also a visual masterclass. It’s also worth
commenting on “Lord Jesus,” a song released exclusively
for this album, that is facetiously about how much The
Hellp loves Jesus.
Though the album may lack some of the thematic cohesion
without prior knowledge, these songs still remind the
listener of an illusive and potentially imagined childhood.
The album opens with the line “Same old street, got me
coming back again. I don’t know why, I don’t know how
it’s been,” which immediately conjures up the idea of a
vaguely remembered youth. This is compounded by the
following song “Orange Crush,” which sets the scene
with lines about a “bloody nose on the playground” and
“another kid close to breakdown.”
In a stroke of brilliance, this song is followed by
“Confluence,” which is the closest thing the album has to
an anthem about the loss of youth. The waxing nostalgic
for almost forgotten streets and childhood ignorance
is pushed to the side in favor of lines like “please tell
mom and dad I won’t be back” and “it’s love without a
conscience, I don’t know how I lost it.” The listener is
forced to come to terms with a new reality, which is
carried on through the rest of the album. The religious
imagery, in this sense, can be understood in some way to
represent the guilt over a lost innocence.

Home was always a battlefield when minds clashed,
and I just realized how much of a negative impact it
had on me.
Although I didn’t process the reason why I had
such stifling anxiety when I had debates or socratic
seminars in class, I understood that there was
something in my life that had been restraining me
from speaking comfortably.
My mind was jumbled and I could never
comprehensively support my claims. I thought that
it was the feeling of being judged that frightened me,
but it was more than that.
I was raised to be complacent, to be silent, and
arguing for what I stood for was unheard of. My
parents indirectly stunted my ability to speak for
myself and the only voice I did have was through
writing. So I translated my writing into speech.
During mandatory participations and with the
help of Zoom, I would prepare a script and read off
my paragraph. But recently, I have begun to trust
my knotted string of thoughts and speak with no
preparation before class.
The more I spoke, the more the string unraveled; I
could feel my brain turn and my cheeks flush red.
It has been a rough journey and I constantly relive
my speeches, cringing in embarrassment. But,
not having to rely on a script has been somewhat
empowering and has sparked my desire to speak up.
This has unfortunately resulted in raised voices and
a subtle tension in my household, but discovering
how to present this issue and raise open-mindedness
through communication is one last battle I would
like to go through, before I leave for college.
I do love my parents and I do realize the sacrifices
they have made to get me to where I am today.
But, their actions and words have created several
problems within me that I still struggle to address
and understand.
The tint of resentment will never fade until I break the
unspoken rule and consistently voice my opinions.
Misunderstandings may have weakened our familial
bonds, but communicating both perspectives will be
the key to strengthening the connection between us.
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The decline of contemporary political fashion

Tiger examines the history of political fashion and the factors that contribute to its present lack of significance.

STORY SAM GROTENSTEIN, KATIE
HOHMAN, CLOE MAURER
& GEORGIA PARSONS
ILLUSTRATION ALICIA ZHANG

T

hroughout the 20th century, fashion, politics, and
the world of activism were intertwined with each
one fueling the other, sometimes subtly and sometimes
more obviously. The more iconic examples of political
fashion all center around a strict uniform: some general
outfit that activists could wear to let others know exactly
what their political beliefs were. It was an easy way to be
identified and understood by peers and strangers alike.
The Black Panthers are a prime example. In the late ‘60s
and early ‘70s, young Black Panthers all donned the same
notorious outfit: black leather jackets, black pants, and
black berets. The berets, which have become the most
infamous part of the Black Panther outfit, were a political
statement in their own right, inspired by the French Nazi
resistance during World War II and worn to convey a
message of militancy.
Reflecting on the start of the 21st century, there seems
to be a divide between politics and fashion. Gone are
the days of strict uniforms and cohesive protest outfits.
Political fashion, while still around in some capacity, is
less of a priority for the average activist or protester.
With the rise of social media and apps like Twitter,
which serve as the perfect space for the average person
to voice their opinions at any odd hour of the day, there
is essentially no longer a need for political fashion. Why
spend time buying clothes that express a political opinion
when it’s so much easier to just repost an Instagram
infographic or send a tweet?
Social media and its political accessibility, while positive
in many cases, has diluted the power of political fashion.
When searching under the hashtag #haul on TikTok, it
feels like watching the same video over and over again.
There is certainly some sort of comfort in conformity,
however it’s almost uncanny to open social media to
see so many people dressing the same. This uniformity
in style isn’t a new phenomenon either, although it has
undoubtedly been exacerbated by the popularization of
social media.
The Western economy has technically been global
since the 1500s, however, the rise of mass media and
transnational corporations have made Western brands
increasingly accessible to all parts of the world in the late
20th century. This globalization has completely changed
the way people dress, and traditional styles of dressing
have been mostly done away with. Rather than sporting
traditional attire native to a specific region, people from
all over the world can now wear Nike, H&M, and Adidas,
brands more concerned with trend rather than aesthetic
value or practicality, which reduces part of what makes
fashion so interesting.
This shift is especially obvious in big cities like Tokyo,
where street style has taken on a more Westernized
approach. When comparing street style photos from ‘80s
and ‘90s Tokyo to now, it’s apparent how muted those
kitschy street style aesthetics and niche subcultures of
the school uniform-inspired Kogal, cyberpunk, or kawaii

have become. Westernization eventually led to the 2017
shuttering of the iconic FRUiTS magazine which had
been photographing teenagers living in the Harajuku
district of Tokyo for 20 years.

be said of the punk aesthetic spearheaded by Westwood:
the outlines, materials, and genuinely controversial, yet
nonetheless meaningful imagery of seditionaries stood in
stark contrast to the fashion status quo of 1960s Britain.

“It was hard to find people who could be shot, who were
doing new things that were playing with categories or
materials in an original way and looked good,” Daphne
Mohajer, a FRUiTS photographer said in 2010.

The fashion market has become especially cutthroat in a
way that is unique to late stage capitalism. Auteurs and
fashion houses have been replaced by mass distributors
and fashion empires. Whatever brands like Prada,
Gucci, Dior, and even Vivienne Westwood may have
once stood for is largely irrelevant, as the brands have
an identity so cemented in the mind of the consumer
that the label becomes the most important part of any
piece. Saint Laurent doesn’t have to push the boundaries
of gender roles anymore because they already did, and
the consumer knows this. With this, the shallowness of
the Balenciaga “Gay” Shirt becomes obvious. Whatever
vision Gvasalia may have for the brand is largely trumped
by the brand’s cultural and historical significance. The
sad reality is that contemporary political fashion exists
largely to gesture towards political fashion movements of
the past and brand association.

Homogenization is also due in part to social media, which
gives users access to exactly what people are wearing and
doing in any part of the world at any given time, including
celebrities. Dressing — and just generally acting like
people who have influence — is ingrained in the collective
subconscious, reasoning that to act like someone who
has influence is to become someone of influence.
This same meaningless vein also runs through the
world of high fashion. In early spring of 2021, Balenciaga
revealed its gay pride collection. The goal of this
collection, consisting mostly of shirts and hoodies with
the word “gay” printed on them, was to “push through
against homophobia.”
The collection has gained very little traction and the
excitement for the actual drop is almost nonexistent.
In fact, this seems to be yet another example of a long
series of blunders from esteemed fashion houses dipping
their toes into politics. From Virgil Abloh’s anti-racist
Louis Vuitton Spring Summer 2020 collection that
blatantly stole pieces from Belgian designer Walter Van
Beirendonck to Dior’s $860 screen-printed “We should
all be feminists” t-shirts to Vivienne Westwood’s recent
and relatively uninspired climate change awareness
collections, high fashion’s forays into the world of politics
have felt, to put it lightly, tone-deaf.
It’s not just high fashion either. From recycled dunks to
Forever 21’s “woman” shirts that were an almost exact
copy of a set of shirts made by L.A. designer WORD to
benefit Planned Parenthood, politics and fashion just
don’t seem to mix well.
Given all of this, one might assume that this is just another
case of corporations trying to appeal to a more active
political generation without challenging the structures
that keep them in power (which it certainly is to some
degree), but it’s more complicated than that.
Take Dr. Martens and the aforementioned Vivienne
Westwood. Both brands got their roots in post-war
Britain. Westwood’s Seditionaries store and Dr. Martens
were at the forefront of a punk cultural revolution, and
one would be hard-pressed to find someone then or now
who would say that the political statements of Westwood
fell on deaf ears. This is equally true of the Yves Saint
Laurent women’s pantsuits, which became irrevocably
linked to the second wave feminist movement.
The key difference between the political fashion of
yesteryear and that of today comes down to one key
element: design. While the Dior “Feminist” shirt wears its
politics on its sleeve (literally), the YSL pantsuit innovated
with design. Nothing about the suit is inherently
feminist, but its trim and removal of the skirt indicative
of the women’s suit at the time forced the viewer to
question gender roles in the workplace. The same can

However, the influence that consumers strive to adopt via
fashion isn’t always trying to mean something, much less
something political. Often, the fact that it means nothing
at all is what makes it so appealing. The rise in apolitical
and ironic fashion has appeared in recent evolutions of
streetwear, most recognizably in brands like Anti Social
Social Club.
Anti Social Social Club was founded in 2015 by former
Stussy marketing manager Neek Lurk. It started on
Twitter, took off quickly, and it wasn’t long before
celebrities like Kim Kardashian and Kanye West were
photographed wearing hoodies and baseball caps printed
with the brand’s minimalistic wavy logo. The tenets of
Anti Social Social Club lie in a glibness about mental
health, and a consumer that wants to look like they care
just as little as Lurk does. Design-wise, the brand lacks
something in imagination or passion, but this can hardly
be issued as a critique when dispassionate deadness is
exactly what’s supposed to sit at the center of Anti Social
Social Club’s stylishly empty heart.
“My brand is a perception that people buy into,” Lurk
said in an interview with Vice. Here Lurk demonstrated
a very acute awareness of what his brand is perceived
as and why that is appealing. This perception can be
described as a general overwhelming cynicism, an almost
dogmatic attachment to the belief that the world sucks on
a fundamental level. It can be actionably expressed by a
sparse, yet ironic internet presence, a sort of flippancy
towards things that really do matter like politics, or,
maybe most perfectly, by wearing an Anti Social Social
Club sweatshirt.
The rise of apolitical and ironic fashion, no matter how
disheartening, can’t come as a complete surprise. It
rides in the hellish sidecar soldered to ironic distancing,
an affliction considered largely specific to Gen Z. When
earnestness is deemed unattractive, irony is an appealing
protective layer that grants the wearer an immunity to
any kind of true rejection. Political fashion, even though
it lies on the other end of the fashion spectrum, appeals
to a similar self-preservationist instinct because the
ability to broadcast one’s politics on a shirt can quiet that
sinking feeling that the consumer is not doing enough.
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The Class of 2021 has brought a great deal of athletic talent to SPHS, and many plan to
continue their journeys further. Tiger presents this year’s college committed athletes.

AMAR EBRAHIM
Track & Field
Occidental College

ANTHONY FELIX
Water Polo
UC Irvine

LIAM MARKUS
Water Polo
U.S. Air Force Academy

LINDSAY MICHELS
Cross Country/Track & Field
Colby College

LOLA FOORD
Volleyball
Rice University

CALEB LEE
Soccer
UC Santa Cruz

REO SNYDER
Soccer
Dominican University of California

LINDSEY HIRANO
Volleyball
New York University

PATRICK LATTING
Cross Country/Track & Field
Emory University

ANDREW VILLAPUDUA
Cross Country/Track & Field
UC San Diego

MAYA VILLASEÑOR
Swimming
University of Jamestown

Girls soccer victorious in CIF quarterfinals
STORY MATTHEW TSAI
PHOTO SOPHIE YEUNG
All information is accurate as of press time
During the regular season, the girls soccer team was the
queen of draws. In CIF, the Tigers are the comeback kids.
Sage Hill scored on a low strike 19 minutes into the
Tuesday, May 18 Division 5 CIF quarterfinal game. Maybe
the Lightning loosened up a little bit, relaxed a tad, and
thought it had gained control.
But that was dead wrong. At the end of 80 minutes, it
would be South Pas on top. The Tigers finished with a
commanding 3-1 lead behind a brace from freshman
striker Iris Pollard.

AFTER AN UNDEFEATED SEASON, the
team has advanced its way up the CIF bracket.

This marks the team’s second come-from-behind victory
in the playoffs and a place in the semi-finals. But to the
team, a Final Four appearance is not enough; it’s all about
winning it all. Also, having a speedy striker like Pollard
didn’t hurt either.

The freshman star scored the Tigers’ first and third —
a chest bump off a free kick from sophomore Sabrina
Bluml and a clean shot on the ground in the 80th minute
— to bring her tournament total to four goals.
“[It’s just about] making the runs at the right times,”
Pollard said. “I think playing for so long has helped me
perfect the timing for a lot of my shots and attacks.”
In between the pair of Pollard points, Bluml also seized
the opportunity and slammed in a banger for the team.
Freshman winger Simone Assaf laid off a ball and Bluml
rocketed a beauty into the net from over 25 yards out,
an incredible highlight play. But it was just routine
for Bluml.
“There isn’t a lot of time to think about the outcome of a
play,” Bluml said. “You just see the opportunity and focus
on making the best out of it.”
Girls soccer hopes to echo Bluml’s words and make the
best out of their CIF semifinal road match against the San
Marcos Knights this Saturday, May 22.
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after sphs: class of 2021

Plans (Intended Major)

Sydney

Abundo

Santa Clara University (Business Management)

Landon

Ackerman

Pasadena City College (Sports Management)

Matthew

Adriano

CSU Fullerton (Finance)

Elias

Afzali

Pasadena City College (Business)

Matthew

Albert

University of Texas at Austin (Computer Science)

Zoe

Albornoz

UC Santa Barbara (Biopsychology)

Anneliesse

Alcalde

Pasadena City College (Biology)

Abdel

Alkhatib

UC Merced (Mechanical Engineering)

Olivia

Allchin

Culinary Institute of America (Culinary Arts)

Katherine

Anthony

University of San Francisco (Computer Science)

Janis

Appleton

Unknown

Arianna

Arevalo

Unknown

PAGE TALULLA CHOW, CAT FLORES, ADAM KWOH, JACKSON MCLANE, MATTHEW TSAI, MADDIE YOO, & LUYANG ZHANG

Tiger Newspaper’s annual After SPHS survey yielded 275 responses from the 358 graduating seniors regarding their
plans for life after high school; other information was gathered from counselor lists. Beside every
name is the institution of higher education each student will be attending or their other pursuits following graduation.
Alabama
Arizona
California
Colorado

Kathryn

Argue

CSU Los Angeles (Education)

Kiera

Atkinson

Willamette University (Theater, Design Emphasis)

Inha

Bae

Unknown

Matthew

Baer

Pepperdine University (Business Administration)

Georgia

Connecticut

9

Derek

Leung

UC Santa Barbara (Economics & Accounting)

Vanessa

Safawi

Pasadena City College (International Economics)

Arthur

Li

Johns Hopkins University (Public Health)

Makena

Saito

CSU Northridge (Communication Disorders)

Santana

UC Riverside (Business Economics)

Jessica

Li

UC Los Angeles (Biophysics)

Lance

Katherine

Li

UC Los Angeles (Biology)

Owen

Santos

Unknown

Ruth

Lim

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Lexi

Schroeder

UC Los Angeles (Biology)

Audrey

Lin

Cleveland Institute of Music (Piano Performance)

Nicholas

Schroeder

Pasadena City College (Finance)

Selden

University of Utah (Undecided)

Nathan

Lin

UC Berkeley (Molecular Environmental Biology)

Brandon

Carl

Lindroth

Santa Barbara City College (Undecided)

Aman

Sen

University of Southern California (Business/Audio Engineering)

Robbie

Lo

Marines

Karenna

Senske

Bennington College (Undecided)

Charlotte

LoCicero

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Liam

Serwin

University of Oregon (English/Cinema Studies)

Serwin

Pace University (Film Studies)

Laura

Lopez

Unknown

Rachel

Nicole

Lu

New York University (Public Policy)

Dylan

Sevilla

UC Riverside (Statistics)

Kate

Lugo

Pasadena City College (Psychology)

Sara

Shane

Pasadena City College (Psychology)

Macie

Lukavsky

University of Southern California (Business Administration)

Isaac

Sharp

Church Service Mission in Spain

Sheng

UC Riverside (Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology)

Zachary

Lukavsky

UC Berkeley (Business Economics)

Colin

Ricky

Luo

UC Berkeley (Business Administration)

Elsa

Sheppard

Undecided (Computer Science)

Lena

Lutz

Gap Year (Psychology)

Suraj

Sidhu

Pasadena City College (Biology)

Ethan

Lynch

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Joshua

Silva

Los Angeles City College (Unknown)

Smith

Undecided

Henry

Balding

Work

Illinois

Nevaeh

Lynch

Unknown

Rio

Anya

Baranets

Lewis & Clark College (Hispanic Studies)

Lynch

San Jose State University (Unknown)

Reo

Snyder

Dominican University of California (Public Health)

Barlett

Occidental College (Psychology)

Indiana

Roxanne

Jack

Maniquis Hernandez

SUNY Binghamton University (Undecided)

David

Sohn

UC San Diego (Computer Engineering)

Justin

Barnes

Undecided (Animal Science)

Louisiana

Juliana
Terrel

Mansano

Undecided (Business Administration)

Bella

Solomon

University of Redlands (Undecided)

Son

Chapman University (Biological Sciences)

Kyle

Bayog

Pasadena City College (Undecided)

Maine

Ferrel

Mansano

Undecided (Business Administration)

Matthew

Lauren

Bea

Undecided (Biology)

Maryland

Christine

Mao

Northwestern University (Journalism)

Erin

Soohoo

Pasadena City College (Engineering)

Miles

Bernath

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo (Undecided)

Alex

Mariano

Cal Poly Pomona (Computer Science)

Arlo

Stark-Hanson

Pasadena City College (Undecided)

Caden

Biel

Humboldt State University (Undecided)

Liam

Markus

United States Air Force Academy (Biochemistry)

Alexandra

Stewart

Santa Monica Community College (Photography)

Stirling

Undecided (Business)

Massachusetts

Logan

Bishop

San Diego State University (Film)

Missouri

Chrystelle

Martin

Pasadena City College (Media Arts/Business Financing)

Cole

Isaac

Blekhman

Cal Poly Pomona (Computer Engineering)

New York

Emiliano

Martinez

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Jonathan

Stride

Pasadena City College (Kinesiology)

Reuben

Bloes

UC Riverside (Unknown)

Riziki

Mbugua

Sarah Lawrence College (Undecided)

Dean

Suk

Undecided (Physics)

Lucas

Brown

West Virginia University (Communcation/Sports Journalism)

Thea

McCallie

UC Davis (Political Science)

Nathan

Sutin

UC Santa Cruz (Unknown)

Sweetman

Undecided (Psychology)

North Dakota

Kate

Buckley

San Jose State University (Social Work)

Ohio

Ashley

McGough

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Terrence

Emily

Busick

CSU Chico (Liberal Studies)

Oregon

Jackson

McLane

Cal Poly Pomona (Computer Science)

Noah

Takeda-Teer

Cypress Community College (Meteorology/Professional Flight)

Nolan

Call

Pasadena City College (Music)

Jaiden

McThomas

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Matthew

Tan

UC San Diego (Computer Engineering)

Porter

Calva

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Quinn

Meissner

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Maya

Tanaka

Pasadena City College (Theatre Arts)

Tashiro

Cal Poly Pomona (Computer Science)

Pennsylvania

Salvador

Carbajal

Gap Year

Rhode Island

Ava

Carbonara

Wesleyan University (Undecided)

Tennessee

Payton

Cardinal

Pasadena City College (Psychology)

Jake

Carless

University of Oregon (History)

Texas

McKenzie

Carter

Gap Year

Utah

Camellia

Cartland

UC Irvine (Undecided)

Vermont

Joseph

Cassilly

Gap Year

Maddie

Castillo

Unknown

Virginia

Clara

Ceerla

Undecided (Computer Science, Education Emphasis)

Washington

Julianna

Chabot

Oregon State University (Animal Science)

Washington D.C.

Aidan

Chang

UC Riverside (Undecided)

Meagan

Chang

Washington University in St. Louis (Political Science)

West Virginia

Manny

Chavez

East Los Angeles College (Criminal Justice)

Out of country

Jim

Chen

UC Merced (Biological Sciences)

Other

Sarah

Chen

University of Southern California (Mechanical Engineering)

Sienna

Chen

University of Pennsylvania (Nursing)

1.
2.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.

Top Intended Majors
Undecided (32)
Computer Science (20)
Business (14)
Psychology (14)
Biology (10)
Business Administration (10)
Political Science (10)

1.
2.
3.
3.
4.

Top Colleges Attended
Pasadena City College (76)
CSU Los Angeles (12)
UC Berkeley (10)
University of Southern California (10)
Cal Poly Pomona (9)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Top States Attended
California (240)
New York (14)
Oregon (10)
Massachusetts (6)

Micah

Mekhitariatn

Louisiana State University (Biological Sciences)

Bradley

Max

Meszaros

Pasadena City College (Undecided)

Gillian

Terhune

UC Los Angeles (Education and Social Transformation)

Lindsay

Michels

Colby College (Computer Science)

Russell

Thomas

Gap Year in Chile

Donovan

Milroy

Pasadena City College (Political Science)

Nina

Tomasevic

American University of Paris (Unknown)

Tompkins

Long Beach City College (Social Work)

Mahal

Montes

Yale University (Computer Science)

Taylor

Elias

Morales

University of Arizona (History)

Justin

Toshima

Unknown

Mia

Morgan

Unknown

Matthew

Tsai

University of Southern California (Journalism)

River

Muench

Pasadena City College (Political Science)

Ryan

Tse

CSU Northridge (Computer Science)

Tu

UC Los Angeles (Mechanical Engineering)

Gordon

Mui

UC Merced (Mechanical Engineering)

Nick

Khalil

Murdock

Cal Poly Pomona (Kinesiology)

David

Valenzuela-Peterson

UC Santa Cruz (Art and Design)

Frida

Murillo

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Sonia

Vandari

Unknown

Charles

Napattalung

Marines

Sophia

Vandari

Pasadena City College (Undecided)

Vasquez

Cal Poly Pomona (Hospitality Management)

Emiliano

Navarro

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo (History)

Christina

Jonathan

Ng

Pasadena City College (Computer Science)

Annika

Veeravatanayothin

CSU Los Angeles (Unknown)

Valentino

Nguyen

CSU Los Angeles (Chemistry)

Kendall

VerKuilen

University of Oregon (Unknown)

Kayla

Nielsen

New York University (Musical Theatre)

Andrew

Villapudua

UC San Diego (Undecided)

Villaseñor

University of Jamestown (Graphic Design)

Andrew

Cheung

Cornell University (Global and Public Health Sciences)

Sean

Feng

Johns Hopkins University (Neuroscience/Public Health)

Cougar

Harlowe

Unknown

Amy

Kim

Savannah College of Art & Design (Interior Design)

Rae

Norton

University of San Francisco (Politics)

Maya

Charis

Cheung

UC Berkeley (Business)

Daniel

Figueroa

Pasadena City College (Kinesiology)

Elise

Hernandez

UC Davis (Undecided)

Andrew

Kim

Pasadena City College (Philosophy)

Jocelyn

Nunez

Pasadena City College (Biology)

Gavin

Visco

San Francisco State University (Computer Science)

Ho Nam

Ching

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Frank

Figueroa

Pasadena City College (Audio Engineering)

Katelyn

Hernandez

Cal Poly Pomona (Political Science)

Daniel

Kim

Carnegie Mellon University (Unknown)

Jenna

Okohira

Northeastern University (Nursing)

Gunnar

von Bjorn

CSU Los Angeles (Unknown)

Frances

Chiu

Emory University (Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology/Spanish)

Sophia

Fineza

Pasadena City College (Undecided)

Lindsey

Hirano

New York University (Computer Science)

David

Kim

Pasadena City College (Business/Real Estate)

Heather

Olson

San Francisco State University (Communicative Disorders)

Kaylee

Wallace

Undecided (Business/Psychology)

Aaron

Cho

Stanford University (Political Science)

Carrie

Fleming

Undecided (Environmental Science)

Ella

Hoadley-Brill

University of San Francisco (Philosophy)

Ellie

Kim

Berklee College of Music (Music Therapy)

DJ

Ono

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Oscar

Walsh

Rhode Island School of Design (Furniture Design)

Jonathan

Choi

Undecided (Accounting/Business Economics)

Piper

Fleming

University of Colorado Boulder (Political Science)

Paris

Hoffman

University of San Francisco (Biology, Pre-Med)

Haelee

Kim

Vanderbilt University (History)

Maven

Palacios

CSU Northridge (Real Estate)

Nathaniel

Wang

UC Santa Barbara (History)

Talulla

Chow

UC Los Angeles (Biology)

Katharine

Florence

King's College London (Political Economy)

Katie

Hohman

Fordham University (Political Science)

Jason

Kim

UC San Diego (Math-Economics)

Camdon

Park

Westmont College (Kinesiology)

Emily

Wei

San Diego State University (Public Health)

Sophia

Chung

UC Irvine (Earth System Sciences)

Cat

Flores

Barnard College (Human Rights)

Quentin

Holmes

Roosevelt University (Business)

Nicole

Kim

Cornell University (Applied Economics and Management)

Carissa

Park

UC San Diego (Chemistry)

Tamia

Wells

CSU Fullerton (Unknown)

McKenzie

Clark

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Lola

Foord

Rice University (Neuroscience)

Cassidy

Howe

Pasadena City College (Business)

Nicole S.

Kim

Cal Poly Pomona (Social Work)

So Young

Park

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Pieter

Wielenga

UC Santa Cruz (Environmental Studies and Economics)

Jennifer

Conway

Pasadena City College (Cosmetology)

Nicholas

Forman

University of Southern California (Media Arts + Practice)

Kimberly

Hsueh

Wellesley College (Sociology)

Skylar

Kim

Unknown

Mollie

Parker

Purdue University (Marketing/Economics)

Eric

Wilds

Gap Year in Maine

Skylar

Cornforth

Dalhousie University (International Food Business)

Aidan

Fowler

Unknown

Dustin

Huang

UC Riverside (Business Administration)

Sophia

Kim

Unknown

Andrew

Parkinson

UC Riverside (Computer Science)

Claire

Williams

Lewis and Clark College (Psychology)

Danny

Corona

Pasadena City College (Psychology)

Dusty

Fox

University of British Columbia (Computer Science)

Dillon

Hugasian

University of Colorado Boulder (Business)

Yoseph

Kim

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Andre

Patzkowski

Pasadena City College (Business Administration)

Riley

Williams

UC Davis (Environmental Engineering)

Eliot

Correll

University of Oregon (Undecided)

Gianfranca

Fusco

UC Santa Cruz (Psychology)

Kayden

Hung

Cal Poly Pomona (Computer Science)

Yutae

Kim

Undecided (Music Composition/Business/Pedagogy)

Cameryn

Pearson

University of La Verne (Sociology)

Alyssa

Wong

Pasadena City College (Business Management, Pre-Dental)

Phoenix

Cox

Pasadena City College (Undecided)

Valerie

Gahman

Pasadena City College (Architecture)

Joseph

Hutchinson

Work

Zazriel

King

San Francisco State University (Design)

Benicio

Perez

Unknown

Brian

Wong

UC Riverside (Business)

Austin

Cragin

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Kwane

Galang

Pasadena City College (Computer Science/Engineering)

Francisco

Ibarra Sanchez

Southern Utah University (History Education)

Marcus

Kramsch

San Diego State University (Undecided)

Noah

Perez

CSU Los Angeles (Biology)

Elyse

Wong

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Frida

Cruz

CSU Los Angeles (Business Management)

Lauren

Galles

Undecided (Unknown)

Gregory

Inak

Unknown

Kimberly

Kubo

Loyola Marymount University (Computer Science)

Devin

Peries

East Los Angeles College (Criminal Justice)

Julianne

Wong

University of Southern California (Media Arts + Practice)

Joshua

Cruzata

CSU Los Angeles (Art)

Tonalli

Garcia-Rodriguez

UC Los Angeles (Latin American Studies/Sociology)

Carson

Ithurritze

Pasadena City College (Undecided)

Emma

Kucera

Colorado State University (Forest and Rangeland Stewardship)

Louisa

Petrillo

Colorado State University (Undecided)

Linus

Wood

San Francisco State University (Japanese)

Glenn

Cunanan

Loyola Marymount University (Environmental Studies)

Adit

Gautam

Undecided (Undecided)

Amelia

Jarolim

UC Berkeley (Environmental Science)

Collin

Kwock

Unknown

Sebastian

Pollard

UC Santa Barbara (Business Finance)

Kelly

Wu

Unknown (Computer Science)

Sarah

De La O

CSU Northridge (Undecided)

Alejandro

Gillespie

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Ella

Jayasekera

UC Santa Barbara (Sociology)

Adam

Kwoh

Northeastern University (Political Science/Business Administration)

London

Pumphrey-Cole

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Sean

Wu

CSU Northridge (Business Administration)

Jacob

De Leon

Unknown

Arianna

Giron

Unknown

Michelle

Jee

Westmont College (Kinesiology Medical Sciences, Pre-Med)

Eddie

Lane-Flanigan

Navy (Real Estate)

Radja

Putro

Unknown

Daniel

Yang

Clarkson University (Computer Science)

Chase

Del Valle

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Alexa Isela

Gonzalez

Pasadena City College (Natural Sciences)

Elisa

Jeon

San Francisco Conservatory of Music (Music Performance)

Amari

Latham

Pasadena City College (Undecided)

Kaelyn

Quan

Unknown

Thompson

Yang

Undecided (Finance)

Logan

Dever

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Ian

Graham

Pasadena City College (Business Administration)

Oren

Jeong

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Patrick

Latting

Emory University (Public Health)

Owen

Quimiro

Pasadena City College (Undecided)

Olivia

Yanover

UC Berkeley (Business)

Raia

Doshi

Undecided (Social Entrepreneurship)

Matteo

Granados

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Richard

Jimenez

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Riley

Lawes

Seattle University (Environmental Studies)

Dominic

Ramos Sauceda

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Jonathan

Yee

Pepperdine University (Biology)

Joey

Duarte

University of La Verne (Unknown)

Sebastien

Grand

Pasadena City College (Business)

Sean

Jin

University of Southern California (Media Arts + Practice)

Caleb

Lee

UC Santa Cruz (Economics)

Olivia

Reed

University of Alabama (Psychology)

Max

Yee

Purdue University (Engineering)

James

Duran

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Gloria

Gray

Pasadena City College (Psychology)

Andre

Johnson

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Chae Rin

Lee

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Hye Won

Rhee

UC San Diego (Philosophy)

Madeleine

Yoo

The University of Chicago (Undecided)

Kevin

Ebata

UC Santa Cruz (Managerial Economics)

William

Griffith

Unknown

Chase

Johnson

Hampton University (History)

Elizabeth

Lee

University of Southern California (Biological Sciences)

Matisse

Rocca

AMDA College of the Performing Arts (Acting)

Shane

Yu

UC Los Angeles (Molecular, Cell, and Developmental Biology)

Amar

Ebrahim

Occidental College (Kinesiology/Health Science)

Elijah

Groom

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Timothy

Johnson

Rose Hulman Institute of Technology (Mechanical Engineering)

Jolene

Lee

Stanford University (Mechanical Engineering)

Derek

Rodriguez

Unknown

Dain

Yun

Undecided in Korea (Undecided)

Jayden

Eden

CSU Los Angeles (Business)

Pablo

Guerrero

Sonoma State University (Kinesiology)

Tyler

Johnson

American University (Political Science)

Joyce

Lee

University of Massachusetts Dartmouth (Nursing)

Alvaro

Rodriguez Chavez

Pasadena City College (Psychology)

Andrea

Zarazua

Cornell University (Biological Sciences)

Justin

Ehrlich

Syracuse University (Undecided)

Ashley

Gutierrez

Unknown

Lauren

Jones

UC Berkeley (Political Economy)

Matteo

Lee

UC Berkeley (Economics/Political Science)

Rann Justine

Rogando

CSU Los Angeles (Nursing)

Brian

Zepeda

Pasadena City College (Marketing)

Maxfield

English

CSU Monterey Bay (Zoology)

Alex

Ha

Northeastern University (Computer Engineering)

Amanda

Kanaly

Humboldt State University (Environmental Science)

Michael A.

Lee

UC Davis (Physics)

Ella Plum

Rolin

Muhlenberg College (Theatre/French and Francophone Studies)

James

Zhai

Pasadena City College (Business/Economics)

Audrey

Ernst

American University (Political Science)

Matthew

Haines

UC San Diego (Unknown)

Zion

Kang

Pasadena City College (Computer Science)

Michael J.

Lee

University of Southern California (Biomedical Engineering)

Noel

Romero

Marines

Alicia

Zhang

University of Southern California (Architecture)

Aaron

Escobar

Adult Program

Isaiah

Hall

UC Berkeley (Unknown)

Emily

Kaufman

Santa Barbara City College (Business)

Oliver

Lee

Santa Clara University (Business)

Damian

Romo

Unknown

Luyang

Zhang

UC Berkeley (Molecular and Cell Biology)

Riley

Euler

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Tiffany

Han

CSU Los Angeles (Graphic Communications)

Benjamin

Kempton

CSU Los Angeles (Mechanical Engineering)

Ella

Leeson

University of Oregon (Biology)

Brianna

Rosales

Pasadena City College (Unknown)

Aidan

Zima

Unknown

Mina

Fairall

University of La Verne (Kinesiology)

Katya

Hansen

Undecided (Psychology)

Ismael

Khan

Undecided (Undecided)

Chrystian

Leonard

CSU Los Angeles (Unknown)

Quinn

Rosenbluh

University of Oregon (Psychology)

James

Zimmerman

Pasadena City College (Business Administration)

Anthony

Felix

UC Irvine (Business)

Sophia

Hao

Carnegie Mellon University (Design)

Aidan

Kim

Unknown

Melissa

Lerma

Mt. San Antonio College (Undecided)

Vincent

Rubio

Unknown

Brian

Zou

New York University (Computer Science)
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Per Tiger tradition, in the final print issue of the school year, graduating staff members reflect on their
time on Tiger and at SPHS, in their senior farewells.

Saying goodbye to a painful four years
STORY KATIE HOHMAN

ILLUSTRATION TERRY SONG

Dear K.H.,

became about confronting the worst parts
of yourself before it was too late. It is that
confrontation that dulled the bright high
school experience you had longed for.

It is hard to comprehend just how
much time has passed since you were a
scared 14-year-old, entering the SPHS
campus for the first time as an official
student. More naive than you could have
imagined, you were filled to the brim with
a newfound sense of opportunity and
optimism. The future seemed bright
and the coming four years of high school
were conquerable.
If only your past self could understand
just how wrong she was. High school, to
put it simply, wasn’t anything like you
thought it would be. There were no wild
adventures, easy rides, and once-in-alifetime opportunities. You would never
get your coming-of-age moment (despite
how much Booksmart made it seem like
you could) and the days would pass by in
a slow crawl.
In middle school you taught yourself to
push down all of the problems in your life,
to shelve them away for a later date like
the novels you so loved. In high school,
those problems you had worked so hard
to forget came back with a vengeance.
Ugly and jagged, those scars — your bad
habits and past trauma — pulled you
farther and farther down into the deep,
dark, pit of self-realization.
Suddenly high school was no longer
about parties and football games. It

In the span of four years, you lost some
of your closest friends, watched your
peers make their best memories, and
sacrificed night after night of fun in the
name of academia. You came out of it
better in the end, a more whole version
of yourself, but you never asked for any
of this in the first place. What young
14-year-old would?
Now, high school is over. I know you are
filled with regrets but there is nothing
you can do. I will reiterate something
you already know: you can’t change the
past, so why obsess about it? College can
be a new start, a new chapter in your life.
You have already gone through the hard
parts, now you can really live. You have
the ability to make the next four years
into something more. Take what you were
forced to learn about yourself in high
school and create something beautiful
with it.
I believe in you and, above everything
else, I am so proud of you for even
trying. I am proud of who you were, who
you are, and who you will be — even the
ugly and jagged parts.
With love,
K.H.

My bubble growing beyond South Pas
STORY KIMBERLY HSUEH
ILLUSTRATION TERRY SONG
Dear K.H.,
Good morning, afternoon, or evening.
This is sadly the last article I’ll write for
Tiger, and, hopefully, it’ll be a reminder
for you to persevere, explore, and grow
as you continue your journalistic journey
ahead. To nostalgically recap, Tiger has
been a complex roller coaster ride for my
emotions, but it has no doubt given me
unforgettable and bittersweet memories
that I’ll carry throughout my life.
Remember the time you walked
around school, sweaty, while carrying
five stacks of newspapers? But, it was
great passing the 500-building and
waving to Mrs. Moone; heading into the
counselor’s office and stealing candy
from Ms. Ishimaru; walking into new
classrooms and boldly announcing that
the newspaper has arrived; and entering
the office to see Mrs. Wong, while saying
hi to Mrs. Wichman.
Never in my life did I expect myself to
befriend the SPHS’ faculty members,
whom I am incredibly close to now. Tiger
has given me countless opportunities to
familiarize myself with South Pas, but,
more specifically, with its individuals.
During the last two years of Tiger, I have
become fond of personality profiles,
diving deep into people’s past and
obtaining new perspectives on life. Who
knew Mr. G mastered seven languages
and that Mr. Chan became an internet
sensation with his photo?
Tiger has shown me true community and
its people who connect each individual
together. From covering PTSA or ASB
events to joining my classmates in
cheering on the water polo or volleyball
team, I felt what high school was, beyond
the academic pressure and expectations
most students focus on. Although I did
spend hours stressing over my articles

and suffering from writer’s block, Tiger
allowed me to engage with my peers,
enjoy communal events, and experience
high school to its fullest.
I know I’ll miss Color Day, Homecoming
Picnic, and our weird assemblies. I’ll
miss seeing Amanda Kanaly at her
water polo games and writing about
how she dominated the pool with her
prowess. I’ll miss dozing off on the
quad during deadline, when I still had
articles colored with highlighted edits.
I’ll miss monopolizing the notecards
that wrote what buildings we distributed
our newspapers to and interrupting
class to show off our hard work. Most
importantly, I’ll miss the community that
I have grown to love and the close friends
I have obtained through Tiger.
It pains me to complete this article and
say my last goodbyes to South Pas in the
next couple of weeks, but the memories
made in this small town have only made
me eager to meet my new community
and home, this fall, in Massachusetts.
To my fellow underclassmen in Tiger,
I hope you also embrace and view the
beauty of South Pas’ community and take
advantage of the multiple perspectives
Tiger grants you to have. To my senior
friends, I know you will find success in
college and make your school your baka.
To K.H., I’m glad we got through four
crazy years of high school and the next
four… will be a nightmare, as well as our
best dream.
Next year, we will be in a place where
we can learn more about ourselves and
others and build a community that we
can forever cherish and brag about.
Tiger, thank you for showing me what
community is, and I am excited to see
what you’ll become, in the next couple
of years.
Let’s keep in touch,
K.H.
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Let it go – now no more strings attached
A

in Tiger who believed in me (thank you Dominic) and gave
me a conviction to move forward.

I cringe at this metaphor, but I think it encapsulates my
Tiger experience relatively well; Tiger was about trying
unfamiliar, wacky things that I never thought I’d do — like
walking through the half-finished STEM building when it
was a maze of wooden beams shrouded in a hazy cloud
of dust and dirt — but in the end those things turned
out surprisingly satisfying.

Tiger was also a string that binded our class together
like no other. Whether it was editors tracking down
writers or writers communicating with visual artists,
these requisite interactions softened into comfortable
acquaintanceship and tempered my friendships.
Haelee and Kimberly: your every-class snickerings over
something (I’m never quite sure what though) have added
a wonderful, boisterous presence to Tiger. Luyang: I’m
glad I found someone who is as vehemently passionate
about cats as I am (your whiteboard cat drawings are
unparalleled). You’re the best 24/7 rant buddy and your
puns are nice… I guess.

stray strand of string gingerly encircled me,
tugging me through an uncertain freshman year
and surprisingly, all the way through high school. This
string was a ubiquitous presence my past four years, and
although at first I thought it stiff and alien, it tethered me
when I stumbled and added immeasurable light to my
high school life. This string is Tiger.

STORY CHRISTINE MAO
ILLUSTRATION ALICIA ZHANG

And of course, there were those (many) times when I was
just left wondering, “What was I even thinking?” after
seeing the final product that’s embarrassingly subpar
compared to others’ works. This was exceptionally true
in my first year, where as Tiger’s first freshman, I felt
disoriented and out of place as I could never fathom
my work reaching the level of others. But I never felt an
indelible impact from that vulnerable moment of failure
because like me, everyone was experimenting in Tiger:
a new style of writing, another palette of colors, a novel
perspective. Experimenting is a process that oscillates
between failures and successes before ultimately
producing the final product everyone else sees. And aside
from that shared experience, there were those I idolized

Reflections from a
lousy interviewee

STORY LUYANG ZHANG
ILLUSTRATION
ALICIA ZHANG

M

y Tiger interview lasted about
10 minutes. There really wasn’t
anything special about it, the questions
run-of-the-mill — “why do you want to
join? What can you contribute?” But in all
of my nervousness, I managed to bring up
Harry Potter in a long-winded and poorly
thought-out analogy for journalistic
integrity and made vague suggestions
about dismembering the then-editors’
bodies (the details aren’t important). I
doubt any of my interviewers actually
remember our conversation, but that
interview still haunts my darkest
nightmares to this day.
Unfortunately, even after I started as a
staff writer, I couldn’t quite shake that
sense I had at my interview of desperately
flailing to figure out what to say —
because suddenly, I was surrounded by
people that I’d looked up to for a long time,
the type of people who could intelligently
discuss symbolism in 16th century oil
paintings while citing the works of half a
dozen political theorists like it’s nothing
(this is a callout, you know who you are).
There’s supposed to be no such thing as a
wrong opinion, but I was still terrified of
saying or writing something that would
betray how pitiful my ideas were amongst
the clearly articulated ones other staff
members seemed to offer so easily.
Simply writing honestly was usually the
furthest thing from my mind; instead I
would be fixating on hoping that nobody
would read my articles and trying not to
feel sick when some well-intentioned
friend mentioned my work.
But being a staff writer, and later an
editor, meant that I got to read articles

and columns and, yep, other farewells,
as they took form from brainstorm to
outline to rough to their place in print,
where people far braver than me candidly
shared their doubts and challenges.
Knowing that people who understood
my own anxiety could also be among the
most amazing people I knew, made me
realize that my insecurities were less of
something that isolated me and more of
something that makes all of us human.
Tiger gave me the confidence to believe
that one day, like my friends, my growing
ability to be honest about these facets of
myself would make them hinder me less.
It has been the privilege of a lifetime to be
a part of something that has challenged
me to be better, but also brought me so
much joy and the best community — to
have been able to have found comfort in a
place that was never really a comfort zone
for me.
So thank you to everyone who made my
time on Tiger as wonderful as it was.
Thank you to Talulla and Maddie for
always laughing very very hard (or weakly
smiling, but basically the same thing) at
my jokes. Thank you to Adam for being my
copy editing partner-in-crime and always
having the right words of encouragement
to say to me at deadline. Thank you to
Christine for always making time to listen
to me, helping me break up my wild runon sentences, buying deadline baguettes
with me, and tolerating all of the stupid
the puns. And thank you to everyone
else, for teaching me about astrology and
the diversity of shower preferences, or
being willing to share their thoughts and
opinions with me and encouraging me to
do the same.
When the day comes where I can proudly
share my thoughts about Harry Potter
in an interview, it’s going to be thanks to
every single one of you.

And to those who I haven’t mentioned — Cat, Matt,
Jackson, Alvaro, design, illustrators, photogs — for the
sake of word count, you make Tiger into the quirky place
I’m so fond of.
My chest aches, my throat constricts, and my eyes heat
at the thought of leaving Tiger, for good. This string is
now thinly stretched, as I make feeble attempts to keep
something that I very well realize is akin to how a handful
of sand inevitably slips through fingers. But on the other
hand, the string is also taut with memories of deadlines
and articles and friends that will stay with me forever,
and I’m elated to have experienced this at all. Knowing
this, my hands loosen, and the string unravels.

Exiting the ring,
beaten and bruised

STORY ADAM KWOH
ILLUSTRATION
TERRY SONG

T

he end of my Tiger career feels
inexplicably anti-climactic. I thought
my exit from Room 615’s glass room
would be like that feeling you get at the
end of Rocky: a wave of joy, relief, and a
sense of victory for the underdog (which
I always find myself feeling at a shrimpy
5’5”). Yet I find myself feeling much less
like Rocky, or how I expect to feel as
“Tiger’s Fight Club Champ” and much
more like a maker of too many mistakes.
But let’s be honest, my three-year fight in
the Tiger arena was not at all comparable
to Rocky’s — both in its significance and
success. Most of the time I sparred with
City and school district bureaucracy as I
attempted to schedule interviews or bug
them for info. Moreover, I am probably
one of the least intimidating people you’ll
meet (did I already mention I’m five foot
five inches and have a voice three octaves
too high?). I legitimately don’t think
anyone, including my Tiger team, took me
seriously. I threw very light punches in
most of the confrontations I had in Tiger;
maybe I came off as a little too nice on
some deadlines and a little too passive in
some emails. I’ve lost too many matches
to count too. I will never forget the time
Mr. Speck kicked me out of a phone
policy meeting which I later learned I had
the journalistic right to stay at. It left my
ego shattered for a good month and my
editor much disappointed.
For me, expectations in Tiger meant
everything. I looked up to everyone in
Tiger and I know many looked up to me;
I couldn’t afford to get knocked down.
But I’m not going to lie, I’ve skipped
classes and studying for many tests to

work on Tiger and have STILL found
myself behind at deadlines and working
last minute on my pages as my editors
attempted to hide their disappointment
with a poorly put together smile. As a
people pleaser, disappointing people is
one of the hardest blows I’ve had to take
on Tiger. And it hurt. A lot.
I don’t think I deserve that title of “Tiger’s
Fight Club Champ” to be honest. Being
a student journalist takes a resolve I
don’t think I’ve ever had. People like
Cat, Katharine, Amber — everyone I’ve
met in Tiger — have that confidence and
willpower I’ve always felt like I’m lacking.
But despite the many mistakes I’ve made
and the many things I’m missing, I’m in
no way regretful of my decisions as both
an editor and writer.
I find a strange freedom in Tiger and
an appreciation for being able to make
the mistakes I did. In most classes I am
petrified to make mistakes at the expense
of grades or ego, but Tiger is not a normal
class. I’ve had the most margin for error
in Tiger which has allowed me to grow
as a person to an extent much more than
academic classes. Tiger isn’t a class to
me at all actually; it’s family — a family
that supports you even when you forget
to post some articles and isn’t afraid to
be honest with you about some terrible
writing ideas. I’m going to miss being
scolded about journalistic integrity by
Dominic, getting random midnight calls
from Noah, and being at the stupid new
sophomore table with Luyang, Christine,
Matt, Cat, Kimberly, Talulla, and Maddie.
There’s a long list, but I’m going to miss
everyone who has stood alongside me in
the ring.
So as I exit the arena, I may not feel like
Rocky, yet I’m okay with that. The bruises
I’ve gotten sting in the best way possible.
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Almost a Mustang
STORY & PHOTOS OSCAR WALSH
ILLUSTRATION TERRY SONG

T

he beginning of freshmen year was not the movie
I thought it was going to be. I had this idea that you
were given a convertible Mustang and girlfriend at the
door, but that wasn’t it at all. Instead I found myself
struggling to find my place in a new school despite being
with all the same people. But then there was Tiger.
When we were planning out my freshman year schedule,
my dad suggested that I take a photography course. He
had this idea that it was going to be like his high school
photography classes with darkrooms and chemicals…
and that’s exactly what this class was. Mr. Hogan taught
me the art and mechanics of photography and how to
develop and print images from film. After seeing how
much I loved his class, he asked if I wanted to apply to
Tiger Newspaper. I submitted my application and got on
as a staff photographer later that year.
On my first day on staff I was given a gift: I was handed a
photographer’s press pass. Despite the very unflattering
photo of me in a pink polo shirt, this pass opened up a
whole new world for me. I was able to go backstage to
events and get in for free. Also, with the assignments
that came with it, I got to meet interesting people and
students that I would not have met otherwise. I was
invited into their homes and I was able to get to know

them in a very personal manner and I am still in touch
with many of them today.
But it wasn’t all about the people outside the class. I will
never forget the time I spent with the people from room
615. Watching conspiracy theory videos at the Photogplus-Katharine table, watching movies in the darkroom
with the photographers, and going on TAAGLAAs with
Katie and Quinn are some of my favorite memories from
all of high school.
Unfortunately, just about half of my Tiger experience was
tainted by the pandemic and I can only imagine the laughs
we could have shared in person together. Regardless,
thank you Tiger and staff for everything you have done
for me both in person and at home. It may have not been
a Mustang, but it was a nice compromise.

Good Night, and Good Luck
STORY KATHARINE FLORENCE
ILLUSTRATION TALULLA CHOW

H

onestly, my intentions for joining Tiger were less
than honorable: a last minute scramble for potential
extracurriculars to slap on college applications. I’ve been
told I’m a semi-decent writer with strong opinions and
when a member of the Tiger staff asked if I was interested,
I simply applied, truly expecting nothing to come of it.
The day of my interview, I struggled to make eye contact,
practically sweat through my clothes, and made what
I thought was the worst impression possible. Looking
back, I find it hilarious that I was that anxious, as I later
found out our newspaper is practically indiscriminate.
Regardless, my first year of Tiger exceeded my relatively
low expectations. I’m not going to lie and say my time on
the newspaper was entirely without its issues, but the
last thing I regret is joining.
People commonly say junior year is the worst year of high
school and I could not agree more. I was truly stretched
thin that year, getting a mere average of five hours of sleep
every night; yet, I voluntarily stayed at school until 5 p.m.
for almost every deadline. My highest points of that year
came from the time I spent in the newsroom; watching
satisfying pimple popping and pressure washing videos
with the photogs; Oscar, Katelyn, Sarah, and Ella, forcing
everyone to make TikToks with me, or snatching the
“Tiger Fight Club Champ” title from Adam, though he was
a formidable opponent.
It feels wrong to talk about my junior year without
mentioning our former advisor, Mr. Hogan who I

Photos, friendship, farewell
STORY & PHOTOS
ELLA JAYASEKERA
ILLUSTRATION MADDIE YOO

W

hen asked what the most significant thing I’ve done
in high school is, I’ll immediately answer, Tiger.
Oh Tiger, I truly don’t know where to start. I remember
being in Mr. Hogan’s Commercial Photography class as a
freshman and watching the Tiger students come and go
from the glassroom, seeing all the prestigious Scholastic
awards on the wall, and constantly being impressed by
the quality of the completely student-run newspaper.
When I got in my junior year I was beyond excited to
finally be joining the distinguished student publication,
and Tiger did not disappoint.
Over these past two years I have been constantly amazed
at the intellect that resides in Room 615. I remember
sitting in on my first couple of brainstorms last year and
being so inspired by the zealous discussions. I realized
what made Tiger so special: the people; an incredibly
passionate and dedicated group of students collaborating
on a unique issue each month.
I’ve learned so much from the people on Tiger, I’ve
learned about teamwork, photography, how to slip things

in right before going to print (thanks Noah), and how to
find the best satisfying power-washing video compilation
(thanks Katharine + Photog table). Over the past year
I’ve seen Tiger grow and adapt to all the challenges that
COVID has brought our way and I’m incredibly proud of
our ability to transition to a completely online format.
Thank you to all the photogs, Oscar, Katelyn, Sophie,
Sarah, Sean, and honorary photog Alvaro, for making
this the best year it could be despite COVID. I am truly
honored to have been a part of this publication and the
community of people that pour their hearts into each
issue. I’m not sure that I’m completely ready to say
goodbye to Tiger after the year we’ve had, but this was
due yesterday so for now, thank you and farewell.

unfortunately did not have the opportunity to say goodbye
to in-person after our year was cut short. Mr. Hogan has
been one the best teachers I’ve had in my entire academic
career, consistently supporting my writing and all other
endeavours. Consequently, I found him to be one of the
most respectable teachers I’ve ever had.
Senior year Tiger was admittedly somewhat of a
negative shift. With the entirety of school online and the
departure of the previous year’s seniors as well as Mr.
Hogan, I honestly felt a strong juxtaposition to the bliss
of last year. My photog friends are no longer people I see
every day, and the absence of in person collaboration
has taken its toll. I have not attended a single in-person
event for Tiger this year. Despite my withdrawal from
participating in Tiger I can’t help but think back to junior
year and all the things I’ve gotten out of being on this
newspaper. High school has been anything but stressless
and the pressures of academics have conditioned me
to shelf my creativity in exchange for strong academic
performance. As gruelling as it was at times, Tiger forced
me to write again and reignite the ingenuity I once
thought to be irreparable. I also credit Tiger with several
newly-sprouted friendships.
The one thing I would like to leave behind for
underclassmen is the knowledge that Tiger can always
improve. As both a reader and staff writer, I have
witnessed Tiger go from being a thought-provoking
establishment that didn’t shy away from controversial
topics, to a newspaper that capitulates to the will of
the domineering SPHS admin. My hope is that the
underclassmen I’ve grown to know and respect, will have
the courage to tackle bigger issues, and bigger egos.
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Realizing Tiger’s alternative reality to bridge the chasm
STORY MATTHEW TSAI
ILLUSTRATION DAVID SOHN

F

reshman year, I thought I loved to write. And now,
three years later — after covering countless CIF
games, writing my own column, and copy editing articles
for every section — I know I love to write.
But more importantly, I love Tiger. All year round, this
amazing organization creates something meaningful. It
has been the shining light of my time at SPHS. And now,
I’m looking to continue my journalistic career at the next
level, and it’s all because of Tiger.

These articles might’ve been slightly better in the
moment, but I was just stifling the growth and joy of so
many writers. I was only investing in myself and those
who seemed editor-ready; everyone else was just a
“difficulty.” The older editors saw my “hard work,” and I
climbed up the totem poles. But I am directly responsible
for many of my peers’ troubles.
So to those I’ve stepped on to get to where I am today,
I am sorry. I am sorry for losing patience, for placing
impossible expectations on your shoulders, and for
suffocating your ideas. I am sorry for giving up on you.

I’ve made real relationships, been exposed to so many
new viewpoints, and learned more than any high school
class could ever teach me. It’s been incredibly fun, terribly
grueling, and everything in between: I’ve experienced all
that Tiger is meant to be.

This is the other Tiger reality: a thankless job where
no one is fully satisfied. But for the 20 brilliant, young
students who will join this amazing organization in just
a few days, it doesn’t have to be. I’ve always mistakenly
prioritized the product over the people, and there must
be a better balance somewhere.

But that’s just one of the Tiger realities; there are realities
far from the picturesque one I’ve had the privilege to
enjoy. While I’ll excitedly leave Room 615 with a passion
that’s still burning, some will silently exit with a future
crossed out and a confidence crushed. This is another
reality, one that I created.

So to next year’s editorial board, and to any future Tiger
member reading this, I hope you allow others to join in
the imperfect reality that I’ve taken for granted. I hope
you bridge the secret chasm that I have ignored for almost
my entire time here. I hope you invest in more than just
the select few.

I was so focused on one thing: quality. When quality
roughs came in, I could be encouraging, forgiving,
and understanding. When they didn’t, I was ruthless,
demanding, and impatient. After I ended up publishing
whatever I reworked beyond recognition, I’d congratulate
myself for pushing through the “difficulties.” The secret
chasm between me and my fellow Tiger members
widened. And I still had the audacity to be frustrated
when the next rough didn’t measure up.

I used my power to put down; I hope you can raise people
up. Please don’t give up on anybody. Don’t get me wrong.
Quality is important, but I’m not worried about that. You
guys are amazing journalists and amazing people; I’m
sorry I didn’t see that sooner.

Tiger Newspaper has always been, and always will be,
an outstanding publication. But I hope Tiger can be
something more — not just a job, but a family.

Webmaster speaks out from the chair
STORY JACKSON MCLANE
ILLUSTRATION DAVID SOHN

Even despite the “hands-off ” nature of my position,
everything I did for Tiger felt very personal.

I

I am somehow emotionally attached to a block of
HTML code about our latest print issue and spread.

I will miss the brainstorms and small debates over
opinion ideas, the wave of relief after a completed
deadline, and all the messages to correct the PDF just
one more time.

But it’s time for this year to end, so I’m just going to sit
back and relax and gladly hand these reins off to next
year’s fresh new batch of Tiger staff. So thank you.
Thank you Tiger for this one fantastic, one-of-a-kind,
crazy year.

’ve only been with Tiger for this one crazy year, but
I can confidently say it has been one of the most
interactive and educational experiences of my life.

DAVID SOHN
STORY DAVID SOHN
ILLUSTRATION TALULLA CHOW

T

hank you Kate and Elaine for allowing me to be a part
of Tiger; the past three years have been wonderful —
all the struggles and thrills I’ve experienced allowed me
to grow so much. Thank you Matthew for always being
by my side (before becoming the print managing editor).
Here’s a haiku about my three years in Tiger:
Eyes glued to the screen
Bro where my tablet pen at
Due date tomorrow
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InDesign sucks, but Tiger never did
STORY TALULLA CHOW
ILLUSTRATION MADDIE YOO

I

never expected to spend my high school years
designing page layouts for a school newspaper.
Growing up, I didn’t consider myself an artsy person
who enjoyed illustrating with a pencil and paper.
However, through my three years on Tiger, from
graphic designer to design editor, I discovered my
artistic side through a computer mouse and screen.

It’s ironic how Tiger has always been my most enjoyable
class despite giving me the heaviest workload. But that’s
the beauty of Tiger, to be able to turn a stressful and
demanding job into one that I looked forward to every
odd day, which I credit to all the people surrounding me.
A big thanks to Adam for his graphic design suggestions
over the years, Kimberly and Luyang for making me
laugh so hard that my face turned red, Christine and

Haelee for being my snack buddies during 5-hour-long
deadlines, Matthew for fueling my Marvel addiction
and hatred of half-page sports spreads (kidding!), and
all the illustrators — Nick, Alicia, David, and Terry —
whose talent constantly left me in awe.
I cannot write my Tiger farewell without mentioning
my co-editor — aka my curse-InDesign-and-its-stupidcomplications partner — Maddie. From what I lacked
in design ability, Maddie made up for and more. I am
fortunate to have had such a hardworking, dedicated,
and compassionate co-editor with whom I could
collaborate and create. Working with my best friend
has been the greatest gift.
So although deadlines were draining, COVID-19 was
disappointing, and InDesign was uncooperative, the
people on Tiger were quite the opposite. And for that,
I’ll forever be grateful.

To a perfectly imperfect, unforgettably good time
STORY MADDIE YOO
ILLUSTRATION TALULLA CHOW

B

ecause I am a perfectionist, I have always strived
to be as perfect of a version of myself as I could be.
I have worked hard for flawless grades, spent hours
nitpicking my artistic creations to make them just
right, and pushed myself to volunteer as much of my
time as possible so that I could feel proud when I looked
into the mirror. Although I am grateful that my inner
perfectionist has gifted me drive and success, it also
has hurt me. My perfectionism once became so intense
that I started trying to perfect the uncontrollable
parts of myself, such as scratching at the bumps on
my arms until they disappeared, until they scarred.
Perfectionism still is both my biggest strength and my
biggest weakness, and Tiger tested and bruised my
inner perfectionist each and every class.

Writing, illustrating, and designing — all of my
different roles during my three years on staff gave me
anxiety because I felt like I had the weight of the world
on my shoulders. Every word, line, and layout had to
be perfect, otherwise I would let myself down, let my
team down, and let the expansive Tiger legacy down.
Too quickly I doubted myself and too frequently I felt
like I was failing.
However, with each assignment, I grew more confident.
Tiger taught me resilience, something that I hadn’t
learned before and something that I will take with me

to college. With every blunt critique after publishing
an issue, yes, I felt regret for my mistakes, but I also
felt a newfound desire to improve. I realized that the
newspaper was a work in progress, and I was too.
I am so thankful for Tiger, for all of the lessons I’ve
learned and the friendships I’ve strengthened. I
had the opportunity to work with wise-beyond-heryears Haelee, learning new quirks about my bestie
that I didn’t already know despite our decade-long
friendship. I got to partner with Lula, whose immense
determination and talent still intimidate me despite
over two years of planning out pages together and
laughing over stupid inside jokes that only appealed
to our shared childish humor. I am incredibly lucky
to have been able to spend three years with my best
friends. Working with friends I love allowed me to find
comfort in the challenges; we all went through the
same difficulties and became closer to one another
because of them.
Because I am a perfectionist, I am leaving high school
with self-inflicted scars on my arms and a well-earned
diploma held within them. Because I am a perfectionist,
I am leaving this newspaper with memories of both
stress and joy, as some of the best moments of my life
arose from times when I also felt entirely overwhelmed.
And because I am a perfectionist, I am leaving Tiger
with the perspective that this experience was perfectly
imperfect for me, and I truly wouldn’t have wanted it
any other way.

Into the unknown
STORY HAELEE KIM
ILLUSTRATION MADDIE YOO

levels don’t bust me up too soon, I’ll have plenty of time
to discover what that “calling” is.

J

For now, I am grateful for all of the lessons that I have
learned in Tiger and high school, but I’m ready to
move on. I’ll finally be liberated from the harsh rules
of the Tiger Style Guide and the sheer anxiety of being
subjected to “voluntelling” (to whoever came up with
that portmanteau, I hope both sides of your pillow are
warm), but I won’t forget the memories or articles that
accompanied me along my journey. College represents
a huge unknown to me right now, but somehow, I feel
like everything will be okay.

oining Tiger was a whirlwind of emotions from start
to finish. I find it hard to articulate how I feel about
my experiences collectively, but hindsight is 20/20, so
perhaps I’ll be able to have a more accurate gauge in
the future. That being said, one realization that I am
able to coalesce right now, after these two years, is that
journalism isn’t quite the right path for me. (Writing
out transcriptions is something that I wouldn’t even
wish upon my worst enemies!)
Yet, I can’t say for sure whether this assertion will
hold. With my ever so dependable tendencies of
compartmentalizing and overthinking, indecisiveness
has become my defining personality trait. Subjectively
bad choices galore.
So for all I know, all of my choices from here on out
might be mistakes. Perhaps journalism is my true
calling, and I am squandering many opportunities and
wasting time by breathing in this air of finality. But
I’ve decided that I don’t care anymore. It’ll be okay if
I change tracks later. As long as my sh*tty cholesterol

To eight years
of friendship...

To my lil pod (Alicia, Kimberly, Maddie, and Talulla), I
love you guys and I’m sorry for always having been so
loud. May there be another day for us to come together
and break sourdough bread. (And Talulla Ling Chow, I
hope you know that your ideas for pranks are terrible
and I will be tossing the contents of your backpack off
a cliff at our earliest convenience.)
And finally, to the dumb*ss who wrote her first rough
at midnight in 30 minutes and turned that crap in…
hang in there. You’ll survive.

...and to many
more
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Bittersweet goodbye
STORY
KATELYN HERNANDEZ
ILLUSTRATION
MADDIE YOO

J

oining Tiger as a photographer was
one of the best decisions I made in high
school. It pushed me out of my comfort
zone in countless ways. Walking around
with my camera and press pass truly gave
me a sense of belonging and purpose at
South Pasadena High School.

STORY CAT FLORES
ILLUSTRATION
ALICIA ZHANG

Tiger taught me how to be part of a team
by holding myself accountable and being
resilient, persistent, and determined so
that I don’t let my teammates down.

I

Tiger is a community and a family. Tiger
is a place where you are challenged,
where you learn about the world around
you and discover your passions — a place
where sometimes you will cry because of
the amout of work you have to do during
deadline, but where everyday you will
laugh and smile, because of how grateful
you are to be a part of a place that cares
about you so much.

joined Tiger my sophomore year
because I love writing. I have always
been an avid writer who has a lot of
opinions about the world, and joining
Tiger allowed me to disseminate my
opinions to a wider audience.
Tiger has empowered me to use my
writing as a form of activism. In my
opinion, writing is one of the most
important forms of activism because
writing makes people think and feel.
Writing is personal; it is vulnerable; it is
thought-provoking.
I’ve been able to write about topics I’m
passionate about, from the importance
of condoms at school, to the need for
teachers to better support female
students, to why kids at our school
shouldn’t be saying the n-word. I decided
to write articles like this because I
wanted to be a voice for other queer
women of color at SPHS. South Pas is a
predominantly upper class, white and
Asian community, and I’ve never had any
people I could ever look up to, so my goal
was to provide that safe space for others
like myself.
But while I used Tiger to provide an
inclusive environment for others, Tiger
simultaneously provided a supportive
community for me.
Tiger has pushed me to grow as an
individual. I’ve learned more from people
on Tiger, both younger and older than
me, than I ever could have in a classroom.

I think Tiger is the only organization I
have been a part of where everyone always
values what I have to say, and I always value
what everyone else has to say. Whether
it’s encouraging questions and insightful
discussion in brainstorms or a writer
asking for help on an article because
someone else can enhance the message
they’re trying to make, everyone knows
that they matter and their contribution to
the paper matters.
I wish I had given more of myself to Tiger.
I wish I had formed deeper friendships
with everyone. I wish I had been a better
problem solver, a better writer, a better
friend, a better editor, a better role model.
Tiger has given me so much and all I’ve ever
wanted is to give my everything to Tiger.
Tiger is the best preparation I could’ve
recieved for the real world challenges I will
face in the future. I’ve already had to apply
many of the skills I’ve developed with this
publication to other chaotic and even more
stressful parts of my life. Without Tiger, I
wouldn’t be the person I am today. I love
you, Tiger. Thank you for everything.

Alicia Zhang
ILLUSTRATIONS ALICIA ZHANG
& TERRY SONG

It opened doors for me to meet new people,
attend events, and most importantly,
the honor of capturing so many great
memories for my classmates and myself.
From sports highlights to Homecoming,
I have loved being able to save and share
moments like these.
It’s a shame that my last year on Tiger
was spoiled because of COVID. There are
so many experiences, interactions, and
connections that us seniors missed out
on. Although I know my friends will go
on to find success and happiness in the
next chapter of their lives, I can’t help
but feel like everything is coming to an
anticlimactic end.
However, not for a second do I regret
joining the newspaper. I am eternally
grateful for the opportunity to be part
of such an amazing team. I know this
organization will continue putting out
meaningful work and I will undoubtedly
carry the skills, lessons, and memories I
gained here with me forever.
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Leaving my comfort zone in Tiger
STORY NICHOLAS FORMAN
ILLUSTRATIONS NICHOLAS
FORMAN & DAVID SOHN

B

eing on Tiger throughout these past three years is a
standout memory when reflecting on my time in high
school. Tiger is a class I’ve consistently felt welcomed in.
When I was new to the school my sophomore year, many
of the people I had known prior were now in Tiger with
me, and were able to help me come out of my shell.
Without Tiger I wouldn’t have really known where to
start. Being on Tiger, more than anything, is humbling.
I feel beyond grateful to contribute to a paper with some
of the smartest and most talented people I’ve ever met.
Illustrating for the newspaper brought me out of my
comfort zone as an artist entirely, and has shown me my
weaknesses and strengths under a magnifying glass.
Thank you Tiger!

Gratitude amidst chaos and confusion
STORY
ALVARO RODRIGUEZ-CHAVEZ
PHOTOS OSCAR WALSH
ILLUSTRATION
NICHOLAS FORMAN

I

got to be in Tiger for one of the most chaotic and
confusing years in all our lives. Despite this, I have tried
to enjoy and take whatever I could receive, and then give
in return.
We all have those classes that we dread to go to. Tiger
was never one of them. The brainstorming was one of
my favorite parts as I got to see some incredible and very
intelligent people share ideas for something they were all
passionate about.
Even though I did not get to do much as videographer, I
still learned endless lessons, and for that I’m so thankful
for all the Tiger staff. Anyways, as I head off into the
sunset, all I gotta say is.... I’m out!

An unexpected best decision
STORY & PHOTOS SEAN JIN
ILLUSTRATION
NICHOLAS FORMAN

C

oming into freshman year, I would have never
expected to get into photography, much less join a
newspaper. But after taking Mr. Hogan’s CTE commercial
photo class, I knew I wanted to find something I could do
with my hobby.
So, in my sophomore year I rejected Copa de Oro’s offer
and confidently joined Tiger in my junior year as a staff
photographer. Even though my time as a part of Tiger was
short-lived, I’m thankful to have even spent a portion of
my high school years in such a formidable organization.
Tiger’s staff consists of some of the most well-rounded,
motivated, and insightful people I have yet to meet
and I am constantly impressed by the work everybody
continues to produce.
Joining Tiger has been one of my best decisions I’ve ever
made. I’m grateful for my time here and can’t wait to see
what it becomes.

